WoLF PSORT: Protein Localization Prediction Software
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1 Introduction

Intracellular localization is an important clue to the function of proteins and aberrant localization has been implicated in human disease. Fortunately the one dimensional amino acid sequences of proteins, can yield much accessible information regarding localization. WoLF PSORT draws heavily from the PSORT [2] and PSORT II [3] programs, but unlike those older programs, uses feature selection and a flexible scoring model to increase accuracy and handle multiply localized proteins.

2 Method

Like PSORT II, WoLF PSORT uses the k nearest neighbors classifier (kNN) to predict localization sites. However it differs from PSORT II in several ways. Dataset: WoLF PSORT has been trained with a newly constructed dataset based on SWISS PROT (Uniprot) 45.0 and Gene Ontology. Multiple Localization: WoLF PSORT is designed to handle multiply localized proteins. Candidate Features: WoLF PSORT uses amino acid composition and four features taken from iPSORT [4] in addition to PSORT [2] features.

WoLF PSORT uses the WoLF feature selection and weighting program to increase prediction accuracy. WoLF is a feature selection and weighting program which heuristically searches over the space of integer weights (including zero – thus generalizing feature selection) using kNN for classification and a jackknife test to evaluate each vector of feature weights. The flow of information in WoLF PSORT is shown figure 1.

3 Results

Cross-validation results suggest that WoLF PSORT is significantly more accurate than PSORT II. The results indicate that WoLF PSORT gives useful predictions for many sequences that are not highly similar to any sequence in the training data. We have constructed a public web server wolfpsort.org to provide WoLF PSORT predictions. The server has been accessed by over 7,200 unique URLs and served more than 73,000 predictions. We have recently finished a minimal packaging of the software which is available (via free academic or non-free commercial license) upon request.
4 Discussion

$k$NN is well known as a simple, yet effective classifier. Unfortunately it is also known to be relatively susceptible to the so called “curse of dimensionality”, i.e. the tendency to over-generalize when the number of features shown to a classifier increases. WoLF PSORT alleviates this problem by using WoLF feature weighting, while maintaining the simplicity and transparency of $k$NN classification. The candidate features contain much ab initio information about sorting signals and thus the method is a powerful complement to sequence similarity methods which rely almost entirely on non-causal information.
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